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Nonvanishing entropy of extremal charged black holes
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We calculate the entropy of a scalar field in terms of the brick-wall method by faithfully following the
definition of the extremal black hole with zero Hawking temperature. Without recourse to the Euclidean
formalism, which gives the arbitrary nonvanishing temperature, we obtain the nonvanishing and divergent
entropy in the two-dimensional dilaton-Maxwell theory and the four-dimensional Reissner-Nordstro¨m solution
even for the vanishing Hawking temperature in view of the microcanonical ensemble.
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Through the thermodynamic analogy Bekenstein p
posed that the area of the horizon of a black hole can
interpreted as entropy@1#. Subsequently, Hawking’s discov
ery of thermal radiation of the black hole supported the i
of the area law for entropy@2#. However, the formulation o
entropy as a measure of the number of states available
not yet been understood. Recently, one of the most intrigu
problems in black hole physics has been to study the ent
of the black-hole–matter-coupled system which might g
some clues to the quantum gravity puzzles, and there
been much interest in obtaining relations between
statistical-mechanical and thermodynamic entropies@3,4#.

In a charged black hole, there exists the extremal case
which the two horizons coalesce. There are two choice
the Hawking temperature for entropy of the extremal ca
One is to take the nonvanishing arbitrary period of tempe
ture in the Euclidean formalism and the corresponding
tropy may be a nonzero@5,6#. The other is the usual vanish
ing Hawking temperature given by the standard tempera
formula and the entropy could be zero. Evidently, some
ferent conclusions appear depending on the expression
temperature.

In this Brief Report, we shall first consider the entropy
a scalar field on the background of the two-dimensio
charged black hole. For the nonextremal case the entrop
logarithmic divergent whereas the extremal case gives
vanishing entropy if we take the standard vanishing Hawk
temperature. In view of the microcanonical ensemble, h
ever, we shall recast the entropy for the extremal case
counting the number of the states with zero Hawking te
perature by using the brick-wall method@7#. This result for
the entropy amounts to the same logarithmic-divergent
tropy with the nonextremal result. We apply the above
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tion to the Reissner-Nordstro¨m solution and obtain the non-
vanishing entropy even at the vanishing Hawking
temperature.

Let us now start with the two-dimensional Maxwell-
dilaton action induced by the low energy heterotic string
theory, which is given by@8,9#

S5
1

2pE d2xA2ge22fFR14~¹f!214l22
1

4
F2G , ~1!

wheref is a dilaton field andF is a Maxwell field tensor. In
the Schwarzschild gauge, the metric and field tensors are
assumed to be

ds252g~r !dt21
1

g~r !
dr2, ~2!

Frt5Frt~r !. ~3!

The equations of motion in this gauge with respect to the
metric, dilaton, and gauge field yield

05] r~g] rf!22g~] rf!22
1

4
~Frt !

212l2, ~4!

05] r
2f, ~5!

05] r~Frte
22f!. ~6!

We have simple static solutions with suitable boundary con-
ditions:

f~r !5
1

4
ln22lr , ~7!

Frt~r !5A2Qe22lr , ~8!
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g~r !512
M

l
e22lr1

Q2

4l2e
24lr . ~9!

There are two coordinate singularitiesr6 which correspond
to the positions of the outer event horizon and the inne
Cauchy horizon:

r65
1

2l
lnF M2l

6AS M2l D 22S Q2l D 2G , ~10!

where the Cosmic censorship leads to the conditionM>Q.
The Hawking temperature is given by the surface gravit
method@10#:

TH5
l

2p
@12e22l~r12r2!#. ~11!

Let us consider the Klein-Gordon wave equation unde
the background~7!–~9!,

¹2f2m2f50, ~12!

and the solution is

f ~ t,r !5e2 iEt f ~r !. ~13!

By introducing the brick wall adjusting the ultraviolet cut-
off, we semiclassically quantize in the WKB approximation
where the wave number for a given energy is defined by

k~r ,E!5
1

g~r !
AE22m2g~r !. ~14!

The quantization condition is given by

E
r11e

L

k~r ,E!dr5pN, ~15!

where e and L are the ultraviolet and infrared cutoffs, re-
spectively, andN is assumed to be a non-negative integer
As far as the black-hole–matter system still remains at the
mal equilibrium, the entropy can be calculated from the fre
energy which is given by

bF5(
n

ln~12e2bE!

'2bE dE
N

ebE21

52
b

pE dE
1

ebE21Er11e

L

dr
1

g~r !
AE22m2g~r !.

~16!

For the nonextremal black hole, the leading order of the fre
energy withm2!1 yields

bF'2
pl

12b

1

e2lr12e2lr2 Fe2lr1ln
e2lL2e2lr2

e2l~r11e!2e2lr1

2e2lr2ln
e2lL2e2lr2

e2l~r11e!2e2lr2
G . ~17!
r

r

.
r-

e

Therefore, the most dominant degree of entropy is logarith-
mic divergent as

S5b2
]F

]b U
b5bH

'
1

12
ln

1

2le
~r1Þr2!, ~18!

where we neglected the finite part of the entropy and the
infrared-divergent quantities for simple consideration. For
the extremal case (r15r2), the free energy is

bFext'2
p

12lb F 1

e2le21
2

1

e2l~L2r1!21

1 ln
e2l~L2r1!21

e2le21 G . ~19!

So, the entropy approaches zero on account ofb→` as

Sext5Ub2
]Fext

]b U
b→`

50 ~r15r2!. ~20!

At this stage, we recast the entropy of extremal case from
a zero temperature quantum-mechanical system around the
black hole. It is convenient to define theF(E) as a total
number of possible sets of values of the quantum numbers
with energy not exceedingE:

F~E![
1

pEr11e

L

k~r ,E!dr. ~21!

To make this explicit, the leading order ofF(E) with
m2!1 yields

F~E!5
E

2pl F 1

e2le21
2

1

e2l~L2r1!21
1 ln

e2l~L2r1!21

e2le21 G
1O~m2!. ~22!

Then, the entropy should be given by the logarithm of
V(E) defined by the number of states in the range ofE and
E1dE. From Eq.~22!, we obtain

F~E!'
E

2pl

1

2le
~23!

and theV(E) is given by

V~E![F~E1dE!2F~E!'
]F

]E
dE. ~24!

We now explain whyV(E) is the desired number of
states under energy fixed in the microcanonical ensemble.
Our situation is in fact very similar to the quantum-
mechanical problem of a particle in the infinite wall with the
zero temperature of heat reservoir. In that case, the entropy
can be calculated through the number of accessible states
with fixed energy. In our model, Eq.~13! describes the solu-
tion of a relativistic scalar particle with fixed energy instead
of the field-theoretical energy such asE5(kvk . One might
think that the above calculation of brick-wall model is field
theoretical; however, this is not the case because the theory
was not second quantized, i.e., the amplitude in Eq.~13! is
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not quantized while we just quantized the wave number
energy through the relation~14!. Further, there exists no
thermal interaction between the particle~scalar wave! and
the extremal black hole as though there is a gravitatio
interaction because we assumed the Hawking temperatu
zero for the extremal case following the standard form
~11!. So, we can calculate the number of states with fix
energy.

Then, the entropy for the extremal case is given by

Sext5 lnV~E!' ln
1

2le
, ~25!

where we assumed the level spacing is arbitrary finite a
neglected lndE since it may be small compared to the lea
ing order of contribution. It is interesting to note that th
entropy is nonvanishing and moreover, the most diverg
degree is the same with the nonextremal case~18!.

Similar calculations can be done for the case of the fo
dimensional Reissner-Nordstro¨m black hole. Ghosh and Mi-
tra @6# showed that the nonvanishing entropy exists in t
extremal case by assuming the nonvanishing temperatur

The Reissner-Nordstro¨m metric is given by

ds252S 12
2M

r
1
Q2

r 2 Ddt21 1

~122M /r1Q2/r 2!
dr2

1r 2~du21sin2udf2!, ~26!

whereM and Q are the mass and charge of black ho
respectively. The two coordinate singularities are

r65M6AM22Q2 ~M>Q!, ~27!

and the horizon is defined by the outer horizonr H5r1 . The
standard Hawking temperature is given by

TH5
r12r2

4pr1
2 . ~28!

Considering the massless scalar wave function outside
horizon, the radial wave number is given by

k2~r ;E,l ,M ,Q!5
1

122M /r1Q2/r 2

3F E2

122M /r1Q2/r 2
2
l ~ l11!

r 2 G ,
~29!

where l is the total angular momentum of a scalar partic
From the semiclassical quantization rule in WKB appro
mation, the wave number is quantized as

E
rH1e

L

k~r ;E,l ,M ,Q!dr5np, ~30!

where n is a non-negative integer. We consider only t
extremal case (r15r2) since similar calculation can be
found in Refs.@4,5#. The total number of modes with energ
not exceedingE is determined by summing over the dege
eracy of the angular modes as
or
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F~E!5
1

p(
l

~2l11!E
r11e

L

drk~r ;E,l ,M ,Q!

'
1

pE0
lmax

dl~2l11!E
r11e

L

drk~r ;E,l ,M ,Q!

5
2

3p
E3E

r11e

L

dr
r 6

~r2r1!4
'
2

p
E3

r1
6

e3
~r15r2!.

~31!

Therefore, the entropy for the extremal case is, by definition,

Sext5 lnV~E!' ln
1

e
. ~32!

This is a nonvanishing and logarithmic-divergent quantity.
The proper length to the ultraviolet cutoff is obtained by
integrating from the horizon to the first brick wall:

ẽ5E
r11 01

r11e r

r2r1
dr5e1r1ln

e

01 , ~33!

where 01 is a regulator which satisfies 01,e. If we express
this entropy in terms of the proper length, then it appears to
be a similar logarithmic-divergent entropy just such as
; ln(1/01), which however, does not satisfy the area law. If
one may maintain the area law of the entropy, then the
proper length depends on the black hole mass, which can be
no more intrinsic property of horizon. So, we cannot obtain
simultaneously the area law of entropy and the proper length
independent of the black hole mass contrary to the nonextre-
mal case~or Schwarzschild black hole!.

Finally, we comment on the renormalizaton of the diver-
gent entropies~25! and ~32!. In Refs.@3,4,11#, for the non-
extremal case of black holes, it is shown that the bare entro-
pies can be renormalizable in terms of renormalization of the
gravitational couplings in the tree-level action. Especially,
the classical and quantum-mechanical entropies of extremal
black hole can be zero, respectively, in the vanishing Hawk-
ing temperature. In our calculations, however, it is now un-
clear how to renormalize our divergent results~25! and~32!,
because the classical entropies in two and four dimensions
are zero at the vanishing Hawking temperature while the
quantum-mechanical entropies are not.

In summary, we presented a simple way to calculate the
black hole entropy of the extremal case by considering a zero
temperature quantum-mechanical system around the black
hole. The entropy which was obtained by this way is nonva-
nishing and has the same divergent degree as with the non-
extremal case in the two-dimensional dilaton-Maxwell
theory. In four-dimensional Reissner-Nordstrom case it is
also a nonvanishing and logarithmic-divergent quantity, but
the area law of the entropy does not appear and still further
analysis is needed.
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